ELECTRONIC RESOURCES

E-MAGAZINE

Various E-magazines available for reading online including "Living", "Traveller", "Arts", "Watercolor", "Clipping", "Drawing", and "Discover 100 Top Stories".
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NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN LIBRARY SERVICES
NLM ACHIEVEMENT

MSC Malaysia-Asia Pacific ICT Alliance (APICTA) 2011 Award
For Ubiquitous Library (u-Pustaka) Portal Pilot Project

http://www.u-library.gov.my
Two Aspects of Access: Physical & Digital

UBIQUITOUS LIBRARY

ACCESS WITH BB

Physical Access “anytime, anywhere”

- Sensor Technology
- NUC/Inter-Lending Service

RFID technology

- U-Portal/Library Mgt. System & Delivery Channel

Digital Access “anytime, anywhere”

- Digitization
- National Union Catalogue

Content

U-Portal/Library Management System

Borrowing & Returning Anytime, Anywhere

Information Discovery Anytime, Anywhere by Anyone
OVERVIEW OF U-PUSTAKA

U-Pustaka’s book-drop

RFID-enabled self-service machines for borrowing and returning books

U-Pustaka’s self-check machine
Resource Description And Access (RDA) : The Future Standards Of Bibliographic Control Seminar from 27 to 29 March 2012.

Objective of this workshop was to give exposure and understanding on how to use the new international cataloguing standards and rules (RDA)

Dr. Barbara B. Tillet, Head of Documentation Policy and Standard, Library of Congress, United States of America was invited as the consultant for this workshop.

NLM purposed to form a National Committee in the implementation of RDA in Malaysia.